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Specific
Features
on Hive

Hive Features for
Ecommerce
From advanced segmentation and automation to intelligent
deliverability, it’s easy to get the most out of your ecommerce
email marketing with Hive.

Segments
Easily integrate your data, then let Hive do the heavy lifting
for you. Hive segments give you the power of a CRM within
an email marketing platform. Get full picture subscriber
insights, then use live segments to build targeted campaigns
that engage your customers and drive revenue.
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Engagement Levels
Use engagement levels to learn which subscribers are the
most active, and which are at risk of falling off. Then, send
targeted content to your most active subscribers or automate
winback campaigns to customers who haven’t engaged in a
while.

Email Automations
Automations are effortless in Hive with pre-configured
journeys. Trigger customized emails based on subscriber
behavior, from signing up for your newsletter to abandoning
a cart. Sell more stuff by sending your email to the right
customer at the right time.
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Abandoned Cart
Send hyper-personalized emails to customers who abandon a
cart. Drag and drop the abandoned cart block into an
abandoned cart email journey to automatically merge in the
products that a customer left in their cart. Bonus: link a
button with a cart recovery URL to take the customer right
back to complete their purchase.

Browse Abandonment
Send more relevant emails to customers who browse your
store without making a purchase. Drag and drop the browse
abandonment block into a browse abandonment email
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journey to automatically merge in products that a customer
was looking at. Toggle options to include product name,
details, price, and a link to purchase.

Reporting
Easy access to subscriber engagement and revenue stats live
right in your Hive dashboard. Leverage subscriber data to
perfect your email strategy, and see how email powers your
sales with revenue attribution. Sync data directly from
integrations like Shopify, add the Hive SDK to your site, and
import CSVs.

Recommended Products
Target better and sell more with smart recommended
product blocks. Drag and drop the recommended products
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block into any email campaign or journey template to
automatically display the best selling products from your
store.

Deliverability
Spend less time worrying about emails landing in inboxes,
and more time creating customer experiences that sell more.
From custom domain warmup that keeps your sender
reputation healthy from the get-go, to engagement levels
that let you easily see how your list is performing, Hive is
built to help you achieve long-term deliverability.
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Helping you send smarter email,
so you can sell more stuff.

